Join the Journey

GREGORY TERRACE

1987 CLASS BURSARY

St Joseph’s College
Gregory Terrace
From the College Principal and the Foundation Chair

Following your 30-year reunion, a number of your classmates engaged in a discussion about forming a perpetual 1987 Class Bursary. This information outlines how and why this is becoming a reality.

St Joseph’s College, Gregory Terrace aims to provide the best holistic education available and to encourage Terrace Gentlemen to discover what is possible in their lives. Inspired by our traditions, the Terrace Bursary Program enables us to include and embrace young men and families from all backgrounds. The objectives of this program can only be continued and enhanced with your generous financial support.

Terrace challenges and supports each young man so that they are free to be the best they can be. Our four Charter touchstones help us foster Terrace Gentlemen who:

- **Liberating Education**: Embrace a love of learning and use their gifts to make a positive difference in society
- **Gospel Spirituality**: Enact a spirit of service in the context of Catholic values
- **Inclusive Community**: Seek opportunities to partner with others
- **Justice and Solidarity**: Commit to using their knowledge for change

At Terrace, we are preparing for a future that honours and values the past, embraces innovation and positions the Terrace Family as a leading centre of faith, formation and learning.

We are seeking support from the 1987 cohort to ‘Join the Journey’ by securing the College Bursary Program, assisting the College in achieving its vision to provide an outstanding education for Terrace Gentlemen. Your donation is tax-deductible through the Gregory Terrace Foundation. Every member of the 1987 class is invited to ‘Join the Journey’ with their own personal best gift towards the inaugural 1987 Class Bursary.

Please consider and include the 1987 Class Bursary in your plans; thereby recognising what Terrace stands for now and what it must continue to stand for in the future. Your generosity will be greatly appreciated as we work together to hold ‘Terrace to the fore’.

Dr Michael Carroll  
*College Principal*

Mr Damian Wright (GT 1983)  
*Chair - Gregory Terrace Foundation*
The 1987 Class Bursary part of the Gregory Terrace Foundation

Members of the 1987-year group, friends and family are invited to contribute to the 1987 Class Bursary.

During and since the 30-year reunion there has been discussion about forming a perpetual Class of 1987 Bursary, to continuously fund a boy through Terrace. An eligible boy will be from a family that would not have the means to fund him through a school like Terrace. This is about giving a boy the chance to have the same opportunities that we have had.

Terrace is uniquely positioned as a school with a great history of both education and philanthropy since its inception in 1875. The Class of 1987 will be the first year from Terrace to undertake this class cohort-based bursary concept and it is already inspiring other year groups to replicate the approach. This is something that we can be proud of as a year group and that our name will be attached to forever.

Some key facts about the 1987 Class Bursary:

- It is a principal sum, retained by the College Foundation in the name of “The 1987 Class Bursary”, and the income it generates is expected to support the education of future Terrace Gentlemen.

- The target bursary capital raise is $400,000, the current principal sum required to support a full bursary. A substantial quantity of this sum has already been secured.

- Student recipients will be selected based on financial need and the College’s selection policy. They will be assessed on their character and personal attributes, respect for the opportunity and ability. This is not an academic, sporting or cultural bursary / scholarship.

- A bursary is likely to cover up to 100% (or any reasonable portion) of the annual tuition fees, levies, uniforms, excursions and a reasonable computing device (excl. extraordinary excursions).

- The bursary will be managed at the discretion of the College Foundation and contributions by Australian and US tax payers are tax deductible. Contributors are recommended to seek their own tax advice.

Do not hesitate to get in contact to understand more about this opportunity. No contribution can be too big or too small. It is good to know that this will have a lasting impact and that others who are equally deserving, but less able to afford it, can benefit from a Terrace education.

For more details about the 1987 Class Bursary contact:

Doreen Awabdy  Director of Development/Foundation Executive Officer on (p) +617 3214 5210  (e) DoreenAwabdy@terrace.qld.edu.au

To donate online to the 1987 Class Bursary or for more information please visit: https://www.terrace.qld.edu.au/support-us/gregory-terrace-foundation#tile3
CONFIDENTIAL:
Doreen Awabdy, Director of Development/Foundation Executive Officer
285 Gregory Terrace, Brisbane QLD 4000 Phone: (07) 3214 5210
Email: DoreenAwabdy@terrace.qld.edu.au

On the understanding that the following Gift Intention may be altered in future years by me/us should circumstances necessitate, I/we are pleased to make the following tax deductible gift to The Gregory Terrace Foundation.

☐ 1987 CLASS BURSARY

Name: ____________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________
Email: ___________________________________ Mobile: _______________________

1. My/our annual pledge to the campaign is $_______ starting 20____ until 20____

2. Payment details:
   ☐ 1 annual gift of $__________ Starting Date: ________________________
   ☐ 4 equal quarterly gifts of $__________ Starting Date: ________________________
   ☐ 10 equal monthly gifts of $__________ Starting Date: ________________________

3a. Recurrent periodic payments from credit card:
   Credit Card: ☐ Visa ☐ Mastercard ☐ Amex
   Cardholder’s Name: ____________________________
   Card Number: ____________________
   Expiry Date: __/___/____ CCV: _______
   Signature: ____________________________ Date: __________
   OR

3b. Recurrent periodic payments from bank account:
   Account Holder Name: ____________________________
   Account details: BSB NO. ACCOUNT NO. ____________________________
   Name of financial institution: ____________________________ Branch: __________

4. Tax receipt in name of: ____________________________________________

5. Donor recognition: I am/we are happy to have my/our names (not amount) published in the annual list of donors
   ☐ Yes ☐ I/we prefer to remain anonymous

6. Other information:
   ☐ I have a tax obligation in the USA. Please provide me with further details.
   ☐ Please provide information about making a gift through my Will to St Joseph’s College, Gregory Terrace

THANK YOU for JOINING THE JOURNEY
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